
Senior Power Trader - Northeast

Ottawa, ON

DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS:

Roctop Investment Inc. is a specialized physical and financial power trader across the United States and Canada. Our investment
strategy relies on an in-depth understanding of economic fundamentals as well as advanced financial modeling. Headquartered in
Ottawa, Ontario, our team of analysts and traders seeks to establish a balanced and diversified approach to manage our
investments.

RESPONSIBILITIES:

Creation of power trading strategies for financial(ICE platform) and physical markets;
Transacting financial transmission rights products;
Profit & Loss monitoring consistent with internal Risk Policy;
Entering physical power flow transactions between Canada and the US or between USA ISOs;
Management of webSmartTags for power flows;
Identifying and mitigating the risk associated with Northeast Term Trading;
Supporting and executing the intra-year trading strategy for the Northeast portfolio;
Executing all day to day tasks of the Northeast Trading Business;
Support and guidance of the internal Risk Policy.

EXPERIENCE:

We require a minimum of 10 years of trading experience in the Northeast (Ontario, NYISO, ISONE);
Working for an organisation in the energy/energy trading domain is an asset.

EDUCATION:

Undergraduate/Graduate degree in Business, Accounting, Finance, Economics, Engineering or Mathematics.

KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL COMPETENCIES:

Understanding of power markets and commercial forecasting models; ability to interpret the impacts of load, weather, prices,
basis, shapes and system reliability on the output of said models;
Working knowledge of the market risks particular to northeast ISOs;
Working knowledge of OASIS transmission reservations systems, OATI tagging systems and ISO scheduling systems is an
asset;
Knowledge of Natural gas market;
Advanced knowledge of Microsoft Excel.

ABILITIES AND PERSONAL QUALITIES:

Self motivated with demonstrated initiative;
Able to meet multiple objectives in a dynamic, fast-paced team environment;
Well organized and ability to synthesize and conceptualize complex ideas;
Ability to make decisions involving varied levels of risk and uncertainty;
Strong team player with solid analytical skills and attention to detail;
Excellent written and oral communications skills;
Heightened interpersonal and influencing skills.

SALARY AND BENEFITS:

The salary is to be determined according to the level of experience. Roctop offers competitive salaries with a great upside
potential and a stimulating work environment.

Please submit your resume before June 30th 2019.

Please note, only selected candidates will be contacted.

Job Type: Full-time

Experience:

trading: 10 years (Preferred)

Education:



Bachelor's Degree (Preferred)


